We propose a measurement method for the mean speed distribution of collective motions of highly dense groups with optical flow based on our previous work. This measurement is fundamental for ecological investigations and mathematical modeling of collective animal behaviors. Our method is applicable to highly dense homogeneous groups wherein individual movements are approximately uniform locally. To measure speed distributions, we partition a group into regions and estimate mean speeds in each region by extracting only flows that are relevant to collective motions and averaging them over a period of time. We apply our method to schools of sardines to measure a kind of speed distribution called rotation curve (RC). As experiments, we first performed simulations and found that our method can estimate flows and RCs accurately. We then performed experiments with videos of real fish. The RCs estimated by our method and ones by manual tracking were approximately equal. We applied our method to a longer video and confirmed that time series of RCs can be estimated automatically. In addition, we detected noticeable events by two features derived from flows. We also applied our method to a school of anchovies. The results indicate that our method is practically useful.
Introduction
Measuring collective motions of groups, such as people, flocks of birds, and schools of fish, is a fundamental step in mathematical modeling and analysis of collective behavior. In principle, we can measure collective motions of a group by tracking individuals separately. However, it becomes quite difficult to track individuals when they are homogeneous and their density in the group is high.
In this study, we find that estimating speed and velocity distribution of collective motions is possible, even when we cannot reliably track individuals of a group manually or automatically. We propose a method to estimate the speed distribution of collective motions with dense optical flow from video. Our method is applicable to homogeneous groups where individual movements are approximately uniform locally and are stable for a sufficient time period.
This paper is an extended work based on our previous work [1] . We modified our measurement method and added new experimental results. The details are described later in this section.
To estimate the speed distribution of collective motions from a video, just computing a dense optical flow for the entire scene through all video frames is often insufficient. When we record a video of a group, we may observe noise and obstacles, i.e., objects that are not in the target group. Therefore, we must extract only the flows that are relevant to the target group and exclude other flows.
We can exclude the flows derived from noise and obstacles if we know approximately typical velocities in each region. We also exclude flows around the flows just excluded, because such flows can be affected by noise and obstacles. Once the flows relevant to the group are extracted from all frames successfully, we can compute ws-ijsc˙0527
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the mean speed in each region by deriving the mean speed from the flows in the region for each frame and then take their mean value.
We have recorded videos of schools of sardines at an aquarium (Figure 1(a) ) and have measured the rotation curve (RC) for rotating schools of sardines with our method. Figures 1(b) and 1(c) show snapshots of the schools of sardines whose RCs were estimated. RC is a kind of speed distribution for a group in rotational motion ( Figure 1(d) ). RC is defined as a plot of the mean speed of the rotational motion against the radial distance from its center. To estimate RCs, the center point must be accurately located; therefore, we have developed an algorithm to compute the center point from flows.
As can be seen in Figures 1(b) and 1(c), fish swim in 3D space; thus, in the strictest sense, measuring 3D motions is required to estimate RCs, which is quite difficult. In this study, we estimate RCs from projected 2D images (Figure 1(c) ) because schools of fish are typically fairly flat and fish generally swim at a relatively equal depth (see Figure 1 (b)). Measurement of speed distribution for such collective motion is useful for roughly understanding the movement and features of groups, automatically observing the health and growth of individuals in a fish farm, and estimating parameters for mathematical models of group behavior that can be used to construct better models [2, 3, 4] .
We first applied our method to a set of simulations. The correct parameters for schools of fish are known for such simulations; therefore, we can quantitatively evaluate our method by simulation. We also applied our methods to videos of schools of sardines. To identify the correct RCs for real schools of sardines, we manually tracked as many individual sardines as possible in a careful way. It was, however, quite difficult to track sardines stably because individuals frequently overlapped. This means that the RCs obtained by manual tracking are inaccurate in the strictest sense. We estimated RCs using our method and compared the results with the manually-tracked RCs.
The experimental results demonstrate that our algorithm is accurate in simulation. For schools of sardines, the average relative errors of the RCs estimated by our method with respect to the RCs obtained by manual tracking were less than 4%, both RCs were thus approximately equal.
Our method was also applied to a 20 minute video of sardines. We could automatically compute RC time series of sardines for such a long scene. During taking a long video of a school, we cannot always expect to observe the school rotating in torus form stably. The shape of a school can be distorted, for example, by attacks of large fish (predators). A part or all of the school becomes not observable to us when large fish cross over near the camera. For finding those kinds of events automatically, we devised two features that are derived from flows. We could successfully detect noticable events from the 20 minute video by those features.
In order to evaluate applicability of our method, we measured the RC time series of rotating school of a different kind of fish, anchovies in the same aquarium. We detected events as for the case of sardines at the same time. The results indicate that our method is useful practically.
The details of differences between this paper and our previous work [1] are as follows. We modified our school flow detection method which extract only flows relevant to fish in a target school from all the flows obtained in each frame. As a result, the average relative errors of RC estimation for three scenes school of sardines have been improved from 3.4% to 3.1%. The details of the modification are given in Section 4.3. We added explanations of the details of the center estimation method in Section 4.5, which was not covered in our previous work [1] . Section 5 includes the RC estimation results for simulation scenes and real scenes obtained by our modified method. In Section 6, as applications of our method as described above, we show three new experimental results, i.e., calculation of the RC time series for a 20 minite video, event detection from the video and the RC measurement of a school of anchovies.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly review related work and results from collective motion measurement in computer vision and natural science. Section 3 presents the basic idea of speed distribution measurement with optical flow. We present the details of our method for estimating RC in Section 4. We then show experimental results in Section 5. Applications of our method, including event detection, to a long time scene of sardines and to a school of anchovies are shown in Section 6. Finally, we summarize this paper and give directions for future work in Section 7.
Related Work
In this section, we briefly review related work for measuring collective motions in observational research of collective animal behaviors and computer vision. We can find research that examines either observation of group behaviors or construction of mathematical models of group behaviors [2, 5, 3] for collective motions. A compact review can be found in [6] . Here, we refer to studies that have analyzed flocks of birds and schools of fish by focusing on the density and population of groups and the tracking method.
Tracking individuals in a highly dense group is challenging because occlusions among individuals occur frequently, which makes it difficult to identify individuals. Recently proposed tracking algorithms have employed individual behavior models; that is, spatio-temporal consistency models [7] , global scene constraint models [8, 9] , and spatial pattern models [10] . Methods for measuring the features of collective motion have been studied in computer vision. For example, a method for measuring the collectiveness of crowd motions has been proposed [11] . However, little attention has been paid to measuring the speed and velocity distribution of groups, which can provide useful information.
In collective animal behavior research, tracking individuals of a group has often been performed manually. Cavagna et al. [12] measured the 3D positions of individual European starlings within flocks of up to 2,600 birds using a stereo camera. Tracking individuals in a shoal or school of fish is often more difficult than in flocks of birds because the density of a shoal or school of fish is typically higher than that of a flock of birds. For example, the average nearest neighbor distance of flocks of European starlings is reported as approximately 2.6 wing spans (5.3 body length) [13] , whereas the average nearest neighbor distance of a school of sardines is approximately 0.3 body length, which was determined by a single frame from one of our videos.
In previous work, videos have been recorded in shallow tanks to avoid difficulties caused by overlap among fish [4] . Hemelrijk et al. [14] measured the 3D positions of dozens of mullets in a tank. However, to date, the features of collective motions of schools with thousands of fish, as shown in Figure 1 (c), have not been investigated.
Speed Distribution Measurement with Optical Flow
Here, we propose a method to estimate the speed distribution of collective motions with dense optical flow. We find experimentally that our method is effective even when we cannot reliably track individuals. We assume that the directions and speeds of individuals in a group are approximately uniform locally.
To estimate the speed of an object, we can compute the dense optical flows of a proper density and the mean speed of the flows that are relevant to the object (Figure 2(a) ). Similarly, we can estimate the mean speed of a group of objects that may overlap when they move together; thus, their velocities are approximately equal (Figure 2(b) ).
Here, we discuss the basic idea of estimating the mean speed of collective motions, which is stable for a time period, by computing the dense optical flow. Assume we have T consecutive frames for collective motions of a group. We partition the group into regions and estimate the mean speeds in each region. We then estimate the mean speed in a region between frame 0 and frame T −1 by obtaining all flows in the region of each frame, computing the mean speed in the region of each frame, and then taking their mean value with time as follows:
where F t is the index set of the flows in the region at frame t, and flow i is the size of the ith flow. Figure 2 (c) shows the basic idea of speed estimation for a region.
It should be noted that obstacles, i.e., objects not in the target group, may be present in the same scene. At the same time, we usually observe various types of noises that can degrade flows. Therefore, we need to extract only the flows that are relevant to the target group and exclude other flows.
We assume that individuals in the group move together in a certain direction in a local area; therefore, if we know the direction, flows that move in apparently different directions can be excluded. If we know the typical speed of a measured individual, we can exclude flows that are too slow and too fast. Flows apparently irrelevant to the target group are thus excluded as those derived from noise and obstacles. We also exclude flows around them, because such flows can be affected by noise and obstacles. Under these conditions, it is expected that we can extract only the flows that are relevant to the target group, from which we compute the speed distribution of the group.
In this study, we measure RCs, which are a kind of speed distribution, for rotating schools of fish. RCs can be used, for example, to evaluate Niwa's mathematical model [2] of fish schooling. The definition of RC and methods to estimate it are described in Section 4.
RC Estimation
In this section, we first introduce a kind of speed distribution, rotation curve (RC) defined for collective motion of a rotating group in Section 4.1. After that, we explain how we estimate RCs of rotating schools by our method. We go through the overview of the RC estimation process in Section 4.2. We then explain how we extract only motion of a target school in Section 4.3, which is essential since we obtain flows not relevant to the target school from video frames. Once the flows of the target school are extracted, we are ready to compute RCs. The details of this process is described in Section 4.4. Section 4.5 presents a method for estimating the center point of a rotating school, which is required in order to properly compute RCs.
We applied the RC estimation method to one second real scenes to confirm the accuracy of the method. The results are shown in Section 5. As shown in Section 6, we also calculated RC time series for a 20 minute video of a school of sardines and ws-ijsc˙0527 
Rotation curve
RC is a speed distribution defined for groups in rotational motion. The RC for a group is given as a plot of the mean speed of rotational motion against the radial distance from its center. RC was originally introduced to understand the structures of disk galaxies. The RCs of visible stars and gases in disk galaxies are useful for analyzing such galaxies, and the results support the dark matter hypothesis [15] .
In this study, we estimate RCs of rotating schools of sardines. They are typically relatively flat, and individuals in a school usually swim at a relatively equal depth. Therefore, we estimate RCs from 2D motions observed in video frames. We divide the region of a school into concentric annulus-shaped areas of equal width. In this study, each of these areas is used as a bin. The RC is then taken as a plot of the mean speeds of fish for each bin. We use the estimated mean body length (BL) of fish as the unit of distance. The speed is measured in BL/s. The width of each bin is set to 1 BL. Note that BL values vary relative to the characteristics of each unique school of fish.
Overview of RC estimation
Here, we provide an overview of the RC estimation process, which is based on the method introduced in Section 3. Figure 3 shows a flowchart of the entire process. The details of each step are presented in the following sections.
We first estimate the center of the first frame of a scene. The center point is supposed to be roughly located manually. The position of this tentative center point is then adjusted by iteratively applying a center estimation method (Section 4.5) 10 times. In the estimation process, the tentative center point is used to compute flows and then the position of the center point is updated using the computed flows. This circular process is repeated enough times until the position of the center point is converged. Through simulations (Section 5.1.2), we found that this iterative estimation process converges quickly, and 10 iterations are sufficient. Once the center point is estimated, we simultaneously determine the innermost and outermost bins that are usable for RC estimation. We include a bin for estimation if the ratio of the flows of the school to all flows in the bin is greater than a threshold β ( Table  1) .
After the center point is located, and the innermost and outermost bins in the first frame are determined, we detect the flows of the school in each bin for each frame (Section 4.3). We then update the center point, innermost bin, and outermost bins for the next frame. In this update process, rather than replacing the data with new values, we take the average values of the previous 30 frames to stabilize the data.
a These detection and update processes are repeated frame-by-frame. Once we have calculated school flows for each bin for T frames, we then compute the RC from the flows (Section 4.4).
We can successively estimate RCs for every T frames in a long time video by applying the above RC estimation process repeatedly. In our experiment, we do not repeat the center estimation process for second or later RC estimation processes, because the form of the school was gradually changed.
School flow detection
To estimate the RC of a school of fish properly, we must extract only the motion of the school as relevant flows. A flow that is relevant to the school is referred to as a school flow in the remainder of this paper.
Before computing flows, we first apply a bilateral filter to each video frame to reduce block noise caused by the movie codec and wave noise from the water surface.
We then calculate a dense optical flow between frame t and frame t+∆t(1 ≤ ∆t) and multiply 1/∆t for each flow. We adjust ∆t appropriately before computing flows, which means that we do not simply calculate flows between two consecutive frames directly because the movements of fish between adjacent frames become negligible when fish are slow compared to the frame rate. We employ Gunnar Färneback's algorithm [16] to calculate dense optical flow. We compute flows for grid points at regular intervals of p pixels vertically and horizontally.
We extract the school flows from them using three conditions: the directions of flows, the speeds of flows and states of neighboring flows.
First, in respect of flow direction, school flows are expected to align roughly with the direction of rotation assuming that the rotational motion of the school will a We use the data of the first frame if data for ith frame (i<0) are required.
not change drastically during a short period. We take a flow when the difference between its direction and the rotation direction is less than ±3π/8. The second condition is constraints on speed. Flows that are too slow and too fast should not be considered as school flows. In our previous work [1] , we give a constant speed range for each bin as the speed condition, however, speeds of fish vary not only from area to area and but also from time to time in rotating schools. We therefore need to determine adaptively the proper range of speed for each local area of each frame to exclude flows caused by small noises and obstacles such as large fish out of school. The details of how we compute the speed ranges are described below. Finally, as the third condition, we exclude flows around those to be excluded by the preceding two conditions because they may be affected by noise and obstacles. Thus, we define a flow as being in the school only if it and its 4-neighbor flows simultaneously satisfy the direction and speed conditions.
We now explain how we extract school flows based on the above three conditions. Our extraction process consists of two stages.
In the first stage, we estimate the average speed of school flows for each bin for every T frames. We select flows from T frames by the three conditions and compute their average speed for each bin with a fixed center point in order to stabilize the results. Among the three conditions to be used here, we do not know the speed condition for school flows for each bin yet, but we can still provide constant thresholds that approximate minimum and maximum speeds for the whole school, because it is known that a wandering fish, such as a sardine or tuna, always swims roughly about its BL per second [17] . In this study, we use 0.15 BL/s and 5.0 BL/s respectively as the minimum and maximum speeds. It is expected that the average speeds computed in this way are not affected by noises and obstacles.
In the second stage of the extraction process, we adjust the speed condition for each bin according to the following criteria:
where s is the average speed of the bin obtained in the first stage and a max , b max , a min , b min are constants. We use a max = 1.35, b max = 1.5, a min = 0.2 and b min = 0.15 in our experiments b . We then apply the adjusted speed condition together with the other two conditions to all the flows again and extract school flows from them.
RC computation from flows
We calculate RC from the extracted school flows. Figure 4 shows an example of flows computed for scene C in Figure 8 . In frame t, we compute the mean speed of each bin of the school from the mean flow in each bin. We then obtain the RC by averaging the mean speeds in each bin for T frames. Accordingly, the mean speed RC n of the nth bin can be computed by applying (1) to the bin as follows:
where F tn is the index set of the school flow of the nth bin at frame t and flow i is the value of the ith flow obtained in the school. Equation (4) should work in principle; however, if there is a frame where we find only a small number of flows, this equation overestimates the influence of the frame, and the mean speed obtained from the frame may result in incorrect fluctuations of the RC n value. To mitigate such influence, we assume that we can compute RC n by first summing all school flows found in the bin for all T frames and then dividing the sum by the total number of flows as follows:
Fish in a school do not distribute over all bins evenly. Sparsely populated bins with many obstacles may not yield reliable results. Thus, we calculate the mean speed for a bin only when the ratio of school flows to the total number of flows found in the bin is greater than a threshold α. Table 1 shows the parameters of our method. We implemented our method using the C++ programming language with OpenCV.
Center estimation
We propose a method that estimates the center of a rotating school of fish from flows of their movements with least-squares method. With our method, the center point is located accurately when the form of the rotating school is not heavily distorted. We assume that each fish is expected to swim roughly along the rotation direction; thus, the line l i , which is normal to the flow and goes through the origin of the flow, is expected to pass near the center point. Therefore, we can estimate the center point by minimizing the sum of squares of the distance from the center to line l i of each flow.
For a normalized flow vector (u i , v i ) at (x i , y i ), the distance from the center (x, y) to the line l i is given by |u i (x − x i ) + v i (y − y i )| as shown in Figure 5 . To determine the center point, we minimize the following sum E of the distances from the center and normals of all the flows,
where 
From the above equation, we need to solve the following regular equation
i.e., we solve the following matricial equation:
We can estimate the center of school of fish quickly with this method because each term in (10) is calculated at a small cost. After the estimation of the center (x, y), we calculate the square sum of the residuals. It seems that this value is related with the degree of distortion of a school from torus shape. For example, if each of the school flows aligns exactly with rotation direction, the value becomes zero. We call this value center estimation residuals (CER). The CER is employed as an index to estimate the degree of distortion in school's shape. Since the term x T x in (6) is a constant, i.e.,
, we can easily calculate this index according to (6) . The details of how we use this index will be explained in Section 6.1.
Experimental Results
Here, we present experimental results. We first applied our method to 9 different simulation scenes and confirmed that it works in principle. To estimate RCs for real schools of fish, we recorded videos of schools of sardines at an aquarium. The process of recording the videos is explained in Section 5.2. To evaluate our method, RCs were estimated once by manually tracking sardines in the videos. The details of the manual tracking process are described in Section 5.3. We applied our method to the same videos. The results of our experiments are presented in Section 5.4. We also examine the accuracy of our method by comparing the obtained RCs with those obtained by manual tracking and we finally present the improvements of our method compared to our previous work [1] .
Simulation results
We prepared 9 simulation scenes and applied our method to confirm if it works in principle. Here, we describe how the scenes were created and present the results of the simulations, i.e., the accuracies of center estimations and RCs.
Simulation scenes
To confirm that our method can estimate RCs under various conditions, we prepared 9 virtual scenes of rotating schools by changing RCs in three ways and the amount of obstacles (i.e., larger fishes) in three levels. In the simulations, the populations of schools, the sizes of fish, and the number of frames were determined so that the scenes have approximately the same values as the videos we obtained. Section 5.2 provides the details of the obtained videos. A school was represented by 4,000 black ellipses. Other fish were represented by larger black ellipses moving straight at 1 BL/s. Table 2 details the parameters used in the simulations. RCs are given as lines with different parameters for inclinations and intercepts. The speed (BL/s) of fish in the nth bin of a school was controlled according to the given line equation. The simulation scenes are uniquely named, e.g., D-1. Scenes with the same symbol (i.e., D, E, and F) have equal RCs. The branch numbers 1, 2, and 3 indicate three different levels for the number of obstacles. No obstacles were added to level 1, whereas a small number of obstacles was added to level 2, and a larger number of obstacles was added to level 3. Figure 6 shows snapshots of simulation scenes E-1, E-2, and E-3. 
Results of simulation scenes
The left side of Table 3 shows the results of center estimation in the first frame for each scene (Section 4.5). We repeated estimations by changing the locations of the initial point over the regions of the school for each scene. Note that the unit of length is always BL. The "error of center (%)" in the left side of Table  3 shows the error between the correct center points and estimated centers. The "ave. of conv. (5%)" and "max. of conv. (5%)" show the average and maximum number of iterations, respectively, when we obtained a point that nearly converged during estimation (within 0.05 BL from the estimated center point). The "ave. of conv." and "max. of conv." give the average and maximum number of iterations required for the process to converge, respectively. These results demonstrate good performance of the center estimation method. In these experiments, we require at most 10 iterations for estimation. This number of iterations was employed for the proposed RC estimation method (Section 4.2). Figure 7 shows the estimated RCs obtained by our method. To quantify RC estimation errors, we also show the average relative errors (RE) and the root mean square of the relative errors (RMSRE) of our method in the right side of Table 3 with respect to the RCs given in Table 2 . As can be seen, both the average RE and average RMSREs are less than 2% of the BL. The "ave. of center errors" is the average error of the estimated center points in all frames for each scene. These results indicate that the proposed center estimation algorithm can locate the center points of schools of fish stably. According to Figure 7 and the right side of Table 3 , accuracy tends to decrease as the number of obstacles increases. However, our method shows practical performance for various types of RCs even in the presence of obstacles.
Schools of sardines in an aquarium
We recorded videos of schools of sardines at an aquarium. Here, we describe how we obtained the videos.
The videos were recorded in the largest tank at the Kujukushima Umikirara Aquarium, Nagasaki, Japan between March 2012 and March 2014. The tank is 5 m deep. There are various kinds of fish in the tank, including sardines, chub mackerels, horse mackerels, and hammerhead sharks.
We submerged a commercially available HERO2 video camera to the bottom of the tank. The camera was put in a protective waterproof case and trained upward. We recorded several videos (30 fps) of rotating schools of sardines (Figure 1 (a) ). We then extracted three scenes (30 frames each) wherein sardines were rotating in a relatively stable and solid torus formation. The population of each school was approximately equal (i.e., 3,000 individuals). Figures 8(a) , (c) and (e) show snapshots of scenes A, B, and C, respectively.
As stated previously, the unit of distance is measured in BL, which can vary for each scene. To estimate BL for a given school, we randomly targeted 30 sardines from an image of the school and employed the average apparent BL. The left side of Table 4 shows basic data for each scene.
RC estimation by manual tracking
To evaluate our method, we measured RCs for scenes A, B, and C by manually tracking sardines.
For each scene, we first estimated the center of the rotating school using the method explained in Section 4.5. We randomly selected approximately 170 sardines in each scene, recorded trajectories of their heads, and calculated the speed of each sardine. Note that not all sardines could be tracked in the scene because of occlusions caused by other sardines in the school and other fish in the tank. 
RC estimation by our method
RCs were estimated using our method for the three scenes. The white crosses in Figures 8(a) , (c) and (e) indicate the estimated centers. As can be seen, the centers are located correctly. Figure 10 shows the estimated RCs. We compared the results with the RCs obtained by manual tracking. The right side of Table 4 shows the average relative errors and the RMSRE with respect to the manually-tracked RCs. The average RE values are less than 4%, and those of RMSRE are approximately 5% for all scenes. From Figure 10 and Table 4 , it can be observed that the RCs obtained by our method and those obtained by manual tracking are sufficiently close, which indicates that our method works well for real scenes. The differences between RCs obtained manually and those estimated by our method can be explained as follows. Occlusions, waves on the water surface, and movements of tail fins can generate noise, which affect our estimations. The accuracy of RCs obtained by manual tracking is likely to be limited because we computed these values by sampling only approximately 5% of the fish in a school and tracking fish manually was not always possible. Accordingly, it is possible that the RC estimated by our method is closer to the correct RC.
In addition, the number of fish in the innermost and outermost bins was fewer than in-between bins, which may distort the estimated RCs obtained by both manual tracking and our method.
Compared to the results in [1] , the accuracies (RE and RMSRE) of our method for simulation scenes have not improved apparently. However, by introducing the Fig. 10 . RCs estimated by our method and manually-tracked RCs. The 17th bin's value of C by our method was not computed because the ratio of the school flows was less than α.
method of adaptive speed range adjustment in Section 4.3, the average RE and RMSRE of RC estimation for the three real scenes have been improved from 3.4% to 3.1% and from 4.98% to 3.86% respectively.
Applications
In this section, we show two applications of our method. We first applied our method for a long time scene of a school of sardines. During the scene, we occasionally found frames not suitable for estimating RCs. For example, if the shape of the school is heavily distorted or not all of the school is observed, RCs estimated from such frames would be unreliable. In order to continuously measure RCs stably over a long period, it is important to automatically detect ill-conditioned frames and exclude such ones from computation. For this purpose two features of school flows have been introduced, with which we could successfully detect the center of the school and compute RCs through the long time scene. We next applied our method for a school of another kind of fish, anchovies, and confirmed that our method was well applicable to that school as for the case of sardines.
RC estimation with a 20 minute scene
Measuring the long time evolution of speed or velocity distribution of fish school, such as RC, is useful for analysis of school behavior and for analysis of the condition of them in fish farm. We recorded the rotational motion of a school of sardines for 20 minutes on 26th March 2013 at Kujukushima Umikirara Aquarium. Our method was then applied to the whole scene and we could successfully detect the center of the school and compute RC time series through the long time scene. The results are shown in Section 6.1.1. As shown in Figure 11 , we cannot always expect to observe a school rotating in torus form stably. We occasionally find that the shape of the school is heavily distorted, for example, because the school is attacked by large fish (predators). It also happens that silhouettes of large fish crossing over near the camera and a part or all of the school is covered as a result. The school itself moves around and (a part of) it may go out of frame. It is impractical to check for those kinds of events through a long time movie by human eyes, and it is desirable to detect events automatically. By detecting such an event, for example, we can find that the estimated RC for a frame is unreliable.
Concerning this issue, we devise two features of school flows for estimating the state of a school as the degree of distortion of its form from torus shape. Several results we obtained from the 20 minute scene are described in Section 6.1.2.
RC time series of sardines
As stated above, we computed RC time series for the 20 minute scene. Several results are shown in Figure 12 . In Figure 12 (a), the time series of 20-second averaged speed at 4th, 7th, 10th and 13th bins are shown respectively. It is almost impossible for us to obtains RCs from such a long scene by tracking manually enough many fish, whereas our method could automatically track the center of the school and compute RCs all through the frames without interruption.
To see the detail of RC time series, we show a part of the series in the period from 120 to 150 seconds in Figure 12 (b). The shape of the school was relatively stable but the RCs were gradually changed during this period. The RC time series data reveal that fish at outer region of the school always swim faster than the ones near the rotation center even when the rotating speed of the whole school vary. Such behavioral feature of schools of sardines has never been reported, but is interesting for considering the efficiency of collective swimming and mathematical modeling of collective motion. Although these data have just been computed, our data seem informative and actually we could detect noticeable events from the data by our school flow features as we will show in Section 6.1.2. 
Event detection by school flow features
For characterizing collective motions, statistical features such as the group polarization and angular momentum have been invented [3, 6] . However, including these ones, there are no statistical features suitable for measuring distortion of torus shape of the school as far as we know. Therefore, we constructed two features for estimating the shapes and states of schools. The first one is the center estimation residuals (CER) defined in Section 4.5. This feature represents a degree of distortion of the school form from torus shape. The other is also for evaluating distortion degree of the school form as a statistical quantity. The latter can also be employed for detecting events in which a part of the school is not observable. The details are explained below.
We assume that the positions of the school flows represent the positions of fish. We first divide the disk area whose center coincides the rotation center into 24 equal circular sectors. We then calculate the mean distance from the center to each flow position in each circular sector. The standard deviation of the mean distances of all the circular sectors is called SDMD and is employed as a school flow feature.
The SDMD becomes small when the school form is near torus shape, while it becomes large when the form is distorted, because the mean distances are varied from a circular sector to another for such a case. The SDMD thus represents a distortion degree from torus shape.
In Figure 13 , we present the time series of CER values of our 20 minute movie. By comparing the movie and the CER time series, we could find that the shape of school was distorted while CER values were high. In the period from 900 to 1020 ws-ijsc˙0527 seconds, the CER values were high because sardines were stimulated by predators and swam in disorder. From our observations, when the value of CER exceeded 4 BL, the shape of school was heavily distorted. This can be confirmed for the CER values of six snapshots shown in Table 5 . We can see that the CER values for Figure  11 (b) and (c) were 4.07 and 7.13.
The time series of SDMD and differential of SDMD are also shown in Figure 13 . We picked up prominent spikes in the time series of SDMD and found that they were corresponded to events when the school was covered by large fish. The details are as follows. We first looked through the movie for events in which the silhouettes of large fish such as banded hound sharks, eagle rays covered the school. The number of such events was 32 in total. On the other hand, we detected spikes of SDMD by taking the points for which differentials of SDMD were over 0.5 BL. We then compared the time when events happened with the detected spikes, and obtained the precision and recall were 0.84 and 0.81 respectively. This result demonstrates that the SDMD feature is useful.
Although our analysis of time series of RC and other features of schools is just the first step toward the empirical investigation of collective fish behavior, but the results we obtained indicate that our method is useful for analyzing the behavior and state of schooling fish for a long term.
Our analysis of time series of RC and other features in this section is the first step toward the empirical investigation of collective fish behavior. Our method enable us to analyze the behavior and state of schooling fish for long term.
RC Estimation of school of anchovies
In order to evaluate applicability of our method, we measured the RC time evolution of rotating school of different kind of fish, anchovies in the same aquarium. Figure  14 shows the school of anchovies. Anchovies are smaller than sardines. The mean apparent BL of anchovies in the scene was 18.8 pixels.
We calculated RCs of the school by our method and estimated RCs by tracking 172 anchovies manually. All the parameters of our method were kept the same as for the case of sardines (Table 1) . Figure 15 RCs by our method and the one by manual tracking are shown in Figure 15 (b). The RE and the RMSRE of RC estimation errors were 4.99% and 6.32% respectively. The results demonstrate that our method is applicable to the school of anchovies. We also computed the RC time evolution of the school of anchovies (Figure 16  (a) ). From the observation of RC time series of anchovies, we find that the fish in outer region of the rotating school swim faster than the ones near the center like sardines. These results suggest that such behavioral feature is universal for rotational collective motion irrespective of kinds of fish.
We show the time series of the CER, the SDMD and the differential of SDMD in Figure 16 (b). Figure 17 shows the events of banded houndsharks covered the school. For those events, we confirmed that there were spikes of time series of SDMD that corresponded to the events. These results demonstrate that the CER and SDMD features are useful for detecting events.
In order to apply our method to other kinds of fishes and animals, we may need, for each case, to optimize the parameters and modify the conditions for detecting flows relevant to target motions. However, as shown for the case of anchovies, it is expected that our basic framework works well for various cases. Measuring speed distributions of many kinds of animals with our method would enable us to analyze the differences of collective behaviors over a long time period, which would be valuable for animal behavior research. 
Conclusion
We have proposed a speed distribution measurement method for collective motions of highly dense homogeneous groups with optical flow. We first applied our method to rotating schools of sardines and measured their RCs. We extracted school flows from all the computed flows by introducing three conditions. To compute RCs automatically, we also proposed a center estimation method from the school flows. Experimental results show that our method is accurate for simulation scenes of rotating schools and also works well for real scenes. As an application, we estimated RC time series of a sardine school for a long time period. Although manual tracking of many fish for such a long scene is almost impossible, we successfully obtained RCs from the scene and detected noticeable events using the CER and SDMD features. In order to evaluate applicability of our method, we measured a school of anchovies as another application. We obtained the RC time series and detected events as for the case of sardines. Those results indicate that our method is useful. We expect that our measurement method is useful for observation of schools of fish and construction of proper mathematical models. As a future direction of this study, we plan to improve the accuracy of our method for rotating schools of various fish by introducing multi target tracking techniques [8, 9] . We would also like to apply our speed distribution measurement method to collective motions other than rotating schools of fish, such as those of other species of animals and dense crowds of people. As a practical application, it is expected that our method could be utilized in fish farms to observe health and growth of fish automatically, which may help improve productivity.
